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With the global trend in making software systems both mobile and cloud-based, many such systems are being designed and offer situation-aware runtime services to their end users. At the same time, both latest and historic data, in massive amount, generated or accepted by these systems can be kept, processed, used, derived, and shared. Mobile components of such systems can be installed and upgraded through app markets either automatically or manually. Moreover, the changes in features of cloud components of such systems can be chosen by service providers at any time. This emerging type of software systems both enables and requires novel methods in conducting software requirement, design, verification and validation, deployment, operation, and maintenance activities. It also finds major applications in solving technical issues in the domains of smart and connected health, software analytics, wearable computing, internet-of-things, cyber-physical systems, creative computing, and smart planet, to name a few. Nonetheless, significant new challenges must be addressed. For instance, how to scale up and downsize mobile or cloud-based components of such systems at run time, how to collaboratively discover, manage and harvest lifecycle data and social information when conducting development activities and in operation, how to achieve data-driven coordination among the cyber-physical entities, how to manage the information flow and decision making options in such systems are pressing issues to be investigated.

This special issue solicits papers that address significant and new software engineering and applications issues in cloud-based mobile system (CMS). Topics include, but not limited to, the following. Networking, security, and data management aspects of CMS are not within the scope of this special issue.

* Foundations of software engineering for CMS
* Software business of CMS
* CMS infrastructure and platforms for third-party services
* Analysis, design and test of situation-aware and dynamically adaptable CMS
* Deployment and delivery of customizable CMS
* Ecosystem of CMS
* Open-source CMS
* Mining repositories or social media websites of CMS
* Empirical studies and industrial case studies on CMS
* Novel applications of CMS in emerging application domains

Important Date

December 1, 2015 (extended): Deadline for paper submission
Submission Guidelines

This special issue accepts two types of submissions. First, we welcome manuscripts that have not been previously published or considered for publication elsewhere. Second, we accept extensions of the best papers published in COMPSAC 2015 Symposium of Software Engineering Technology and Applications (SETA) http://www.computer.org/portal/web/COMPSAC/COMPSAC-SETA.

All manuscripts must include empirical evaluations using real-world subjects. Manuscripts without empirical evaluations or manuscripts only analyzing the findings theoretically will not be accepted.

If a submitted manuscript is the extended version of a conference paper, the authors of the manuscript must also precisely document the difference in technical contribution between the two versions in both the cover letter and the manuscript. The full reviews of the conference papers together with the response letters detailing how the submitted manuscript has addressed the reviewers’ comments on the conference versions must be submitted.

Authors should submit their manuscripts through the TSC online system (https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/tsc-cs) and select “SI on SE and Applications for Mobile Cloud Systems”. Author guidelines are available at the journal website (http://www.computer.org/tsc).

Guest Editors
[in alphabetical order]
Doris Carver, Louisiana State University, carver@csc.lsu.edu
W.K. Chan, City University of Hong Kong, wkchan@cityu.edu.hk
Carl K. Chang, Iowa State University, chang@iastate.edu
Hongji Yang, Bath Spa University, h.yang@bathspa.ac.uk

For any inquiries about this special issue, please contact professor W.K. Chan at wkchan@cityu.edu.hk.
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